
 The ocean is relatively opaque to all forms of electromagnetic
radiation, from very long radio waves to the short ultraviolet.
What small transmission window exists is in the visible
spectrum; but even there the transmission is poor compared to
that of the atmosphere. Of the sunlight that reaches the surface
of the earth, less than 1% goes as deep as 100 m in even the
clearest ocean waters. If one is to transmit information or see
through the ocean space for any appreciable distance,
electromagnetic radiation is not the way. The ocean, on the
other hand, is much more transparent to sound transmission
than is the atmosphere. A few pounds of TNT detonated off
Hawaii can be heard by an underwater microphone (a
hydrophone) off San Francisco. The sound generated by a few
hundred pounds of TNT exploded near Australia made its way
through the Southern Ocean and up the Atlantic and was
monitored by hydrophones near its antipode off Bermuda.
Marine animals are well adapted to using sound; humans use
sound for communicating underwater, tracking submarines,
measuring the depth of the ocean and the thickness of the
sediments below, finding schools of fish, and observing oceanic
processes. It is also used in a variety of oceanographic
instruments, for underwater beacons, for tracking neutrally
buoyant instruments floating at mid-depth, as well as for relaying
data from such instruments. However, the difficulty of wing
sound energy rather than electromagnetic energy should not be
underestimated. The equipment is usually bulkier, the power
requirements greater, the information bandwidth smaller, and
the options and flexibility considerably less with sonic devices
than with radio or radar; but in principle there is an acoustic

analog for nearly every technological use of the electromagnetic
spectrum in the atmosphere. A discussion of the complex system

of ocean currents is facilitated by dividing the subject into more
manageable pieces. Reference is often made to the surface
circulation as distinguished from the intermediate or deep
circulation. Likewise, some books attempt to distinguish wind-
driven currents (mostly surface circulation) from thermohaline
circulation (mostly intermediate and deep circulation). Although
such tags are useful during one's introduction to the subject,
they are misleading if taken too literally. The Gulf Stream and
Antarctic Circumpolar Current are part of the wind-driven
surface circulation, yet both extend to the bottom of the ocean.
Although the general pattern of surface currents of the ocean
can be approximately deduced by assuming that the wind is the
only driving force, few experts believe that heating and
evaporation are trivial factors in determining the surface
circulation patterns. Similarly, surface processes impact the deep
circulation; the distinction between intermediate and deep
circulation is an arbitrary one and is usually based on the origin
of the water masses involved. Vertical mixing makes such
distinctions less meaningful. We discuss the deep circulation as
well as certain features of the interior ocean well removed from
the major wind-driven ocean currents. Combined, these
components describe the meridional overturning circulation
(MOC) that integrates the parts into a unified concept. The
literature in the field is vast and growing rapidly. Because the
material is largely descriptive, it is not easy to summarize. No
attempt is made at completeness. The examples chosen are
representative and are intended to provide insight into other
aspects of the ocean circulation that are either ignored or only
noted.
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Once water is set in motion, it won't stop until it meets a 
stronger, opposing force. It can be slowed, however, by friction 
from contact with slower currents and waves, as well as with 
essentially non-moving volumes of water near the ocean floor. 
Currents also decelerate as gravity pulls them down. The region 
of the ocean affected by wind is the Ekman layer, which extends 
about 100 metres (330 feet) below the surface of the ocean. 
Below this layer, the circulation of currents is much slower. Two 
properties of ocean water contribute enable circulation at great 
depths: temperature and salinity. When water cools, it becomes 
denser and sinks, displacing the water below. The more saline 
the water, the denser it is. Together, these properties create a 
process called thermohaline circulation, first discovered in 1960. 
Thermohaline circulation is constant in Polar Regions, where 
water at the surface cools, sinks, and is replaced with more 
water. The current is created and travels at depth until it finally 
upwells again in a return current to Polar Regions. 
Thermohaline circulation is responsible for slowly moving a 
huge volume of water all over the world. Carrying nutrients 
obtained from the ocean floor, the upwelling process brings 
these nutrients to the surface, replenishing the needs of ocean 
plant and animal life.  

Oceanic water also interacts with the atmosphere, exchanging 
enormous quantities of oxygen and carbon dioxide. The ocean 
absorbs much of the sun's radiation as heat is delivered 
downward into the ocean's depths. Warm-water currents carry 
heat. When this heat is transferred to the atmosphere, air rises, 
creating regions of low pressure.  

In contrast, cold-water currents cause high pressure systems. 
Both warm and cold currents affect the climate, but the reverse 
is also true. Some scientists believe that global warming could 
shut down or weaken parts of the thermohaline ocean current 
system. Some scientists speculate that an influx of freshwater 
from ice sheets and glaciers running into the North Atlantic 
could "freshen," and thus disrupt the sections of the 
thermohaline circulation. Since freshwater is less dense than salt 
water, significant amounts of freshwater entering the North 
Atlantic may lower the density of surface waters and stop the 
sinking motion that drives thermohaline circulation. 

Several well-documented current systems greatly impact climates. 
The Gulf Stream is a warm current flowing north-eastward in 
the North Atlantic off the North American coast. It is part of a 
clockwise-rotating gyre that begins with the westward-moving 
North Equatorial Current. Some consider the Florida current 
sweeping warm water up the Florida and Carolina coasts part of 
this system as well. The Gulf Stream tends to change over time, 
at times even seeming to disappear and then reappear. Its winds 
carry warm, moist air to north-western Europe. In winter, the air 
over the North Atlantic west of Norway is more than 22°C 
(40°F) warmer than the average for that latitude. The Gulf 
Stream is one of several western boundary currents. The 
Kuroshio in the north-western Pacific is an example of another. 
Although these currents bring moderate and warm weather to 
the coasts, occasionally irregular events cause shifts in the 
currents and dramatic changes in weather. 
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